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Assuming you have a high fight, this could potentially be a very quick XP prayer. Resuscitated monsters have a maximum of 35hp, meaning they can often be a one-hit. Teleport to the bank and customize your inventory with 26 Ensouled heads, your run bag and body bank (and wear a Slayer ring to access the fairy ring). Teleport to Slayer Caves and then
use the Fairy Ring to go to the Dark Altar (code C-I-S, only unlocked after paying Trossa 80,000gp). You can stand here (only a few minutes from the Fairy Ring to the west) and start resuscitation head. Example: The head of the Ensouled Giant costs 1,400 pounds, and the Spell Reanimate Giant costs 730 pounds in hunah (1 Soul, 2 Nat, 4 Body). With 35
hp and low statistics, the resuscitated giant poses no threat, so food will not be necessary. 2 130gp will provide the player with 74 magic xp, 650 prayer xp and 140 combat xp (not including HP). For comparison, the dragon bones are more than 3200gp each and reward 272 xp on the altar poh. Gp/xp for Ensouled Giant Heads is 3.28 pounds (while dragon
bones are 11.9g/xp). This can be somewhat quick (using the method explained above) and pretty cheap Prayer training for those on a budget. Unfortunately, my only OSRS account is simply two weeks old and I am not equipped to give any accurate xp rates. I'd be elated to let someone try this and report xp/hr and the whole GP/XP. Please, and thank you!
Let's hope I'm on to something! Page 2 4 comments from old-school RuneScape WikiEnsouled heads are items that can be removed by their respective monsters. These heads can be resuscitated with a corresponding spell in the Arceuus spell book on the head. Each resuscitated monster killed will give the Arceuus player a benefit and prayer experience,
with increasing favor and experience as The Magic requirement to resuscitate the monster increases. Resuscitation can be thrown on any snousted head dropped by the monster, only in the same area where this head was dropped. This will work endlessly even if the head is ensouled on the shore, until it is traded or the price is checked using the tool in the
game. If a player has used a head price check in the game, or got his head in a trade, the resuscitation spell will only work within the reach of the Dark Altar. Players can send ensouled heads straight to the jar by using the soul carrier charge, rewards from completing the bear's mequest your soul. A confirmed list of fall indicators can be found here. Ensouled
heads edit edit source For information on the cost per experience, see Calculator: Prayer / Ensouled Heads Works only for hill giant tasks, regardless of the type of giant head was received from. Works only for jungle horror tasks, regardless of horror of the head was received from. Works only for smaller demon tasks, regardless of the type of demon the
head has been received from. Links edit edit the source Ensouled head. Ensouled heads are items that can be dumped by their monsters. These heads can be resuscitated with the help of spell in the Arceuus spell book on his head. Does Ensouled Head Count for Slayer? Yes, they do. Resuscitated creatures count on your killer task. Can you use Ensouled
heads on a gilded altar? Resuscitation ensouled head This method offers a slower but cheaper alternative offering a dragon or wyvern bone on a gilded altar. Depending on the player's combat level, equipment and the type of head used, the player can expect to resuscitate about 160-220 heads per hour. How much does 99 prayers cost? It only costs about
48,000,000 to get to level 99 and it will get you about 165,000 XP per hour. How to get the spelling arceuus? Spellbook Arceuus becomes available after receiving a 60% favor of Arceuus. To re-sign Arceuus, players must speak to Tyss at the Dark Altar, north of Arse. How long does prayer 99 Osrs take? The only way to train prayer is by burying bones or
large bones. If you just sit there and bury regular bones from level 1 to 99, it will take over 1000 hours and will cost you over 200,000,000. The large bones will take about 300 to 400 hours to bury up to level 99. Does the ointment work for resuscitation? But if we tied our heads and attached it to the corpse of a dead dragon, it wouldn't be resuscitated or
undead. Well in the original game back in the day, the ointment amulet didn't work on them and on top of that skeletal wyverns was a terrible table drop that made them dead content. Recommended to read: How to use a Logitech webcam? Can you resuscitate your tagged head? Ensouled heads are items that can be dumped by their monsters. These
heads can be resuscitated with a corresponding spell in the Arceuus spell book on the head. How do you use the gilded altar in Osrs? OSRS Tutorial: Gilded Altar Prayer EXP Boost - How many bones per hour chaos the altar? Offering bones on the gilded and altar of chaos thus, the player can offer 2,550 bones per hour at the gilded altar and 2000 bones
per hour at the altar of chaos. How to get 99 prayers? (OSRS) NO Final 1-99 Prayer Guide (All cheap and fast methods How many dragon bones do you need for 99 prayers? 51,724 Dragon Bones How Many Dragon Bones Will It Take up to 99 Prayer Osrs? 52,724 dice in: Old school-exclusive content Share Ensouled heads are items that can be dumped
on their monsters. These heads can be resuscitated by using a corresponding spell in the Arceuus spell book on the head. , with increasing experience, as the magical requirement to resuscitate the monster increases. Resuscitation spells can be cast anywhere through Gielinor only if the ensouled head is received as a drop from the appropriate monster,
and use it for a certain period in the area. The spell must be cast on the When it is on the ground; If you take it and cast a spell in your inventory, you will get a message about going to the Dark Altar to do so. Removing Removal head after picking up his results in the same message. Players can also send ensouled heads straight to the bank by using the soul
carrier charge, a reward from completing the Bear Miniquest your soul. Players who do the following will have to cast resuscitation spells within the Dark Altar range: Getting ensouled heads through trading with other players Waiting too long before casting a spell in the area where the ensouled head was received by Ensouled heads For information on the
cost per experience, see Calculator: Prayer Links Old School-exclusive content community content available according to CC-BY-SA, if anything. Learning Prayer can be quite expensive, but it is a very important skill because of its usefulness in combat. Many quests recommend having 43 Prayers, as this allows the player to use all available prayers for
protection. Level 70 prayer is also an important milestone for Peaty. Having a higher level of prayer also allows you to restore more prayer points for prayer potion/super restore/sanfew serum dose. Starting with edit edit the source is recommended to complete quests that give you the experience of prayer. Completing the restless ghost, the priest in danger,
the Set Drive and the Holy Grail will provide a total of 14,531 Prayer experiences that will raise level 1 prayer to level 30 without doing any traditional prayer training. Spirit Elid has more requirements, but gives another 8,000 prayer experience. Offering bones on a gilded altar, edit the source of the editingA very common and quick method of teaching Prayer
is to offer bones of any kind on a gilded altar with two incense burners burning in the house owned by the player. The most popular options are dragon or wyvern dice, there is no benefit from using a dragon over wyvern, or vice versa though, having the choice of buying as you can stack a larger amount within the buy limit. They have a high stock in the
Grand Exchange, offer a relatively quick experience and are significantly cheaper to use than higher-level bones (such as dagannot or superb dragon bones). Although it does not give as much experience on the bone as Ectofuntus, many more bones can be processed in less time, making the experience per hour higher at a slightly higher price for the
player. The fastest way to do this in the PvP world is how you can use the bank chest near Camelot Castle, which is the nearest bank chest to the teleport. The chest is in a safe area so no player killers can attack you there. Equip dust fighting staff, take off two marrentills, a tinderbox, 24 bones and a law run for teleportation. Teleport to your home, light a
incense burner (note that it requires 30 firemaking) and manually use each bone at the altar to speed up the process. back to Camelot and repeat. This method will give up to 650,000 experiences per hour with regular dragon bones depending on your effectiveness, however if you don't manually use the bones at the altar you will only get around to get
around experience in an hour. Rates can be increased to 780,000 experience per hour by working the dice and lighting burner on an alternative account, however this adds a lot of extra effort. Assuming the bones are offered on a gilded altar with two burners lit, it now offers dragon bones worth 8.15 coins per experience and wyvern bone 8.15 coins per
experience. Players who do not have a level of construction to build a gilded altar can look for house party hosts. This is currently happening on World 330 on Rimmington House and Yanille House. If the host is in Rimmington, you can take the marked bones and not-mark them using them on Phials for 5 gp per note. If you have completed the
aforementioned quests, you will need 51,656 dragon bones or wyvern to get from level 32 Prayer to 99. Offering bones on the altar of chaos (edited by the source of editing) The Temple of Chaos in a multi-numbered level 38 Wilderness contains an altar that provides the same experience as a gilded altar with two burning burners, but also gives a 50%
chance for the bone not to be consumed, effectively doubling the amount of experience gained on the bone. This is recommended for Ironmen, as it effectively requires getting half the bones that would otherwise be needed, as well as for those seeking to save money on prayer training. However, the use of the altar comes at the risk of having to run into
player assassins who often like to jump between worlds on the spot. Players can take marked dice and not mark them here, using them on Elder Chaos Druid for 50 coins per note. While this is convenient, it also increases the amount the player risks to killer players. Transport edit source The best way to get to the altar of chaos is to use Gorrock Teleport
and escape south, teleporting directly there to Ancient Magicks, using the appropriate portal home or disrupting teleportation pills. In addition, players who have an ancient obelisk in their player-owned home and have completed difficult tasks in the Wilderness Diary can use it to teleport to level 44 Wilderness and then run south. Another option is the Teleport
Cemetery on the Arceuus spellbook or the corresponding portal home and run north, which is a little slower but has lower requirements. Using a teleport of a burning amulet to the entrance to the Lava Maze and running to the southwest is not recommended because the place is often crowded with killer players because of its proximity to the Caves of the
Revenant and the Black Dragon King's Lair. Experience indicators (edit the source of editing) Experience indicators vary depending on the dice used and the number of killer players. It is recommended to use a faster method of learning how to use the bones one by one on the altar to both increase the speed of the experience and leave less time for players
to kill you. You can expect to get about 500,000 experiences per hour with dragon or wyvern bone, and 1,050,000 experience per hour using superb dragon bones. Tariffs can be dramatically increased by running the bones on an alternative account (which (which is reduces the risk somewhat), but this adds a lot of extra effort. The strategy of edit the source
As the altar can also be used to replenish prayer points, players can keep protection from magic and augury prayers by offering bones and praying at the altar when necessary. When planning to die, players of all levels often prefer to walk down the aisle from the bank for each inventory of bones. While this hinders the experience of betting, it is often
preferable to reduce the amount a player is taking risks. Players tend to bring three items (such as a bulwark, a burning amulet, and a Locator ball or a dwarf rock cake) or less, and a complete inventory of bones. When all the bones are depleted, players reduce their health as much as they can with a rock cake/ball before killing themselves with the nearby
Wine Freeze or Chaos Fanatic. The caviar point is closest to the Edgeville jar, or Lambridge on PvP World. Bringing marked bones (edited source editing) Bringing noted bones is riskier, but significantly faster than using the suicide method. However, it is only viable for very high level or very low level players. Players of a very low level (combat level 3-20)
are often too low aligned to become a target for killer players. Such players can usually bring more marked bones with a lower risk. However, some low-level combat pure player killers can sometimes be found at the altar, so some caution still needs to be given. High-level players must wear good defensive gear, while 3- or 4-detail more expensive armor
pieces, and bring some Saradomin brews along with sanfew serums or super restores to have a higher chance of avoiding player killers. The 4-element is risky however as you run the risk of getting smitted for an expensive item in the area of multiple fighting. Players will also have very limited space for supplies, as it is better to have as much space as
possible for bone inventory. Players must prioritize the Magic Defense while having decent defensive bonuses against the Middle East and Ranged Attacks. When choosing protected items, the best options are the Armadyl breastplate, tank shield, such as the Champs-Elysee/spectral spiritual shield or dinga's stronghold, crystal steering wheel and the dead
(using an extra-armed shield). The rest of the equipment should consist of relatively cheap and/or easily replaceable items. It is usually best to wear a phoenix necklace to reduce the likelihood of getting combo-ed along with a ring of wealth that offers a teleporter from the wild without taking up inventory space. With certain installations it may be better to
bring the ring of suffering (i) and amulet of glory for additional protection, although the player will miss the healing effect of the phoenix necklace. This installation has the highest potential When using the personnel of the dead along with a powerful out-of-hand shield such as the Champs-Elysees or the spectral spirit shield. It also offers a very high magic
protection, which helps not to freeze inside a multi-skin multi-skin thereby significantly increasing the chances of survival. Players should keep the risk at a reasonable level, as it is still quite likely to die a large team of killer players. The Ring of Wealth is used to teleport from the wild, and it saves inventory space while wearing a phoenix necklace. The
Champs-Elysees Spirit Shield is the best option for common tanks because of its damage reduction effect. However, the spectral spirit shield is much more accessible and perhaps almost as good because of its significantly higher Magic Defense bonus. Wearing a spectral spiritual shield makes it much less likely to get frozen inside a lot of combat areas, but
if that happens, the Champs-Elysees Shield offers much better survivability. The personnel of the dead has a fairly high magic defense, and also offers a useful special attack that doubles all the damage to your opponent's melee (s) (all the opponents who hit you during a special attack) within one minute. Instead, lightweight or balance personnel can be
used as they have exactly the same bonuses and special attacks. If a player is unable to use the personnel dead, any other personnel with a high Magic Defense bonus should be used instead. It is usually best to wear a phoenix necklace to reduce the likelihood of getting combo-ed along with a ring of wealth that offers a teleporter from the wild without
taking up inventory space. With certain installations it may be better to bring the ring of suffering (i) and amulet of glory for additional protection, although the player will miss the healing effect of the phoenix necklace. The crystal steering wheel is the best option for a head slot because of its high Magic Defense bonus. If a player does not want to risk getting
smitted for an expensive item, then the neitiznot steering wheel should be worn instead. Recommended Skills (Edit Editing) 90 (75 required) 90 (75 required) 75 70 77 (Augury) Inventory (edit source) This installation uses the stronghold of Ding for Middle Combat and Ranged Defense and other equipment for Magic Defense. It's usually more affordable than
the previous setup, and it offers higher range and middle combat defense, at the expense of some Magic defense. Players should keep the risk at a reasonable level, as it is still quite likely to die a large team of killer players. The Ring of Wealth is used to teleport from the wild, and it saves inventory space while wearing a phoenix necklace. It is usually best
to wear a phoenix necklace to reduce the likelihood of getting combo-ed along with a ring of wealth that offers a teleporter from the wild without taking up inventory space. With certain installations it may be better to bring the ring of suffering (i) and amulet of glory for additional protection, although the player will miss the healing effect of the phoenix necklace.
If 4-element, Armadyl technically the best 4th expensive item to wear. However, it may be a good idea to wear a leather Carila skirt instead in case you get smitted as you do only to lose a much less valuable item. The crystal steering wheel is the best option for a head slot because of its high Magic Defense bonus. The Serpentine booster is the second best
option, as it provides immunity to poison when worn, saving inventory space, has good melee and range defense and does not punish Magic defense. Recommended Skills (Editing Source) 90 (75 required) 90 75 70 77 (Augury) Inventory (edit source editing) Reanimating ensouled head (edit source editing) Players who have at least 60% favor in the house
Arceuus can train prayer, resuscitate ensouled heads and killing resuscitate monsters near the Dark Altar. This method offers a slower but cheaper alternative to offering dragon bones or viverna at the gilded altar. Depending on the player's combat level, equipment and the type of head used, the player can expect to resuscitate about 160-220 heads per
hour. Players can quickly reach the Dark Altar via the nearby Fairytale Ring (CIS), which can be reached via the Cape's Teleport quest point to the Guild of Legends, or teleport to Salve Graveyard Cemetery and run northeast to the fairytale ring. High-build players can also use the fairytale ring in their home and recover their stats with a rich rejuvenation pool.
In addition, players can simply equip the fame amulet, bank in Edgeville and escape to the nearby fairytale ring to the east. Having a run bag is recommended because it saves storage space, allowing you to resuscitate more heads per trip. Buying ensouled heads in advance is recommended if you plan to exercise for a long period of time, most ensouled
head types have low trading volume on the Big Exchange. Currently, training with ensouled bloodied heads can yield approximately 145,000-180,000 experience per hour depending on your combat level. In addition, this method can give up to 30,000 magic and combat experience per hour. With a higher level of magic, over 300,000 Prayer experiences per
hour can be achieved, along with additional magic and combat experience. The highest-level dragon head, at 93 magic, which including the cost of run is still cheaper than the dragon's bones on the gilded altar, saving upwards of 30 million using the current Price Grand Exchange. They are not very difficult for average to higher level players to win as each
resuscitated creature has a fixed amount of health, between 5 and 35. The reanimated creature stores some of its original mechanics. Bring anti-poison when fighting resuscitated calfits or protection from dragons when fighting resuscitated dragons. Resuscitated aviansies cannot fight through melee and resuscitated abyssals require 85 fighter jets for
damage. Calculations Source Editing) For information on the cost per experience, see Calculator:Prayer/Ensouled Chapter Players will also get combat and magical experience from this method. XP/hr assumes that 220 resuscitated monsters die per hour. Level Ensouled Head Mandatory 20 Total Costs XP XP/HR GP/XP Head Price Runes Price 3 3 goblin
head 327 2 1 224 551 130 28,600 -4.24 7 Ensouled monkey head 519 3 1 229 748 182 40,040 -4.11 12 Ensouled imp head 926 3 2 443 1,369 286 62,920 -4.79 16 Ensouled minotaur head 1,004 4 2 448 1,452 364 80,080 -3.99 19 Ensouled scorpion head 1,967 1 1 357 2,324 454 99,880 -5.12 21 Ensouled bear head 1,310 1 1 1 362 1,672 480 105,600 -
3.48 22 Ensouled unicorn head 1,547 2 1 1 367 1,914 494 108,680 -3.87 26 Ensouled dog head 1,185 2 2 1 581 1,766 520 114,400 -3.4 30 Ensouled chaos druid head 1,417 3 2 1 586 2,003 584 128,480 -3.43 37 Ensouled giant head 1,656 4 2 1 591 2,247 650 143,000 -3.46 40 Ensouled ogre head 1,903 4 3 1 805 2,708 716 157,520 -3.78 43 Ensouled elf
head 2,287 2 2 2 724 3,011 754 165,880 -3.99 46 Ensouled troll head 2,435 3 2 2 729 3,164 780 171,600 -4.06 52 Ensouled horror head 2,721 4 2 2 734 3,455 832 183,040 -4.15 57 Ensouled kalphite head 2,785 4 3 2 948 3,733 884 194,480 -4.22 62 Ensouled dagannoth head 3,426 4 3 3 1,091 4,517 936 205,920 -4.83 65 Ensouled bloodveld head 3,902 1
2 2 1,114 5,016 1040 228,800 -4.82 69 Ensouled tzhaar head 8,804 1 3 2 1,328 10,132 1104 242,880 -9.18 72 Ensouled demon head 5,896 1 4 2 1,542 7,438 1170 257,400 -6.36 78 Ensouled aviansie head 8,323 1 4 3 1,685 10,008 1234 271,480 -8.11 85 Ensouled abyssal head 5,906 1 4 4 1,828 7,734 1300 286,000 -5.95 93 Ensouled dragon head 7,612
2 4 4 2,228 9,840 1560 343,200 -6.31 Experience rates and cost[edit | edit source] The Prayer experience rate calculator attempts to calculate how quickly a player can earn experience points for each bone type depending on where they perform the task. Offering bones on the gilded and altar of chaos (edit the source of the editing) For information on the
cost per experience, see Calculator:Prayer/Bone Below Table suggests that the player manually uses the bones on the altar. Thus, the player can offer 2,550 bones per hour at the gilded altar and 2,000 bones per hour at the altar of chaos. Experience indicators do not involve the use of alternative accounts for the work of bones and/or lighting burners. Using
one, the player can expect a 20-25% increase in bets on the gilded altar and 40-45% on the altar of chaos. Experience on the bone involves a gilded altar with two burning burners. GP/XP for altar chaos involves effectively getting twice the experience on the bone. It also includes 50 GPs not denoting a fee for a bone (which actually applies only to half the
bones), but does not include the cost of teleports, supplies and potential losses for the player's killers. Bones XP/bone XP/h (Gilded Altar) XP/h (Altar of Chaos) GP/XP (Gilded Altar) GP/XP (Altar of Chaos) Bones 15.7 40.162.5 31.5 -5.92 -4.5 Wolf Bones 15.7 40.162.5 31 500 -27.32 -15.21 Burnt Bones 15.7 40.162.5 31.500 -15.21 17.32 -10.22 Monkey
Bones 17.5 44.625 35,000 -21.21.443 -12.14 Bat Bones 18.5 47.2 302.5 37.100 -25.84 -14.23 Big Bones 52.5 133.875 105,000 -3.98 -2.47 Jogre Bone 133 875 105 000 -14.67 -7.81 bone gogre 78.7 200 812.5 157 500 -5.97 -3.3 bones Shaikahan 87.5 87.5 175,000 -35.07 -17.82 Babydragon bones 105 267,750 210,000 -6.58 -3.53 Wyrm bones 175
446,250 350,000 -7.03 -3.66 Wyvern bones 252 642,600 504,000 -8.15 -4.17 Dragon bones 252 642,600 504,000 -8.15 -4.17 Drake bones 280 714,000 560,000 -9.86 -5.02 Fayrg bones 294 749,700 588,000 -11.68 -5.92 Lava dragon bones 297.5 758,625 595,000 -13.42 -6.79 Raurg bones 336 856,800 672,000 -17.14 -8.64 Hydra bones 385 981,750
770,000 -13.14 -6.64 Dagannoth bones 437.5 1,115,625 875,000 -16.83 -8.47 Ourg bones 490 1,249,500 980,000 -58.77 - 29.44 Превосходные кости дракона 525 1 338 750 1 050 000 -18,56 -9,33 -9,33
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